
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
29 September 2020 
 
Dear Regional Coordinators and Branch Chairpersons 

 
SA Hunters – Shooting Awards 
 
Shottists that participate in the President and Inter Branch Team Shooting Competitions are 
familiar with the current policy regarding the Platinum and Wild Dogs awards. These highly 
esteemed awards are well-deserved by SAHGCA members that achieve the highest 
shooting scores at National level.  
 
Members have enquired why similar awards were not also made in the categories for sport, 
shotgun and junior shooters.  
 
This matter has been on the agenda of the Shooting Committee for approximately two years. 
The possibility to acknowledge similar extraordinary achievements has been discussed at 
various forums and several proposals were made.  
 
By the end of 2019, the Shooting Committee submitted a proposal to the Board that would 
acknowledge qualifying shottists for achieving extraordinary high scores. The Board 
accepted the proposal in principle and requested the Shooting Committee to discuss the 
matter with participating shottists during the shooting summit.  
 
During the summit that was held at the end of January 2020, the choice between 
geographical provincial colours and SA Hunters’ own regional colours was discussed.  An 
overwhelming majority of the delegates chose the SA Hunters’ own regional colours.  
 
Therefore, qualifying members will receive SA Hunters’ own regional colours for 
achievements in sport shooting, shotgun shooting and junior sport shooting in each of the 
15 regions, such as Limpopo, Gauteng North, Gauteng Southwest, Free State, and 
Stellaland. This has been the method used for awarding SA Hunters’ regional colours during 
the past two years.  
 
Following further discussions and meetings with the Shooting Committee, SA Hunters is 
now offering an alternative for shottists to consider. It involves the development of a new 
structure to award SA Hunters’ own national colours and regional colours respectively in 
sport shooting, shotgun shooting and junior shooting categories. The principle being 
followed here is that SA Hunters will develop its own model for awarding shooting colours 
that are comparable in sport shooting and hunting based shooting disciplines. A completely 
different and separate model is used for awarding national Protea Colours.  
 
Initially, the national awards will only be made in sport shooting, shotgun and junior shooting 
categories as described below. Participation in regional sport shooting and shotgun shooting 
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events is still minimal as regional sport shooting events are not being held in all the regions 
yet.   
 
This award will only be made at national level until such time that more regions offer these 
events with at least 12 regions participating. As soon as this situation changes, the Shooting 
Committee will revise the policy to add exemplary performances achieved at regional level. 
The region may continue to display its name on the badge for regional awards in sport 
shooting. 
 
The proposed awards for extraordinary shooting achievements will be as follows:  
 
Hunting based Shooting   Award 
President Shooting Region:  Regional Platinum Award  
President Shooting National:  National Platinum Award 
Inter Branch Team Shooting Regional: Regional Wild Dogs Award  
Inter Branch Team Shooting National: National Wild Dogs Award  
 
Sport shooting    Award 
Shotgun National:    National Shotgun Award  
Sport Shooting National:   National Sport Shooting Award 
Junior Sport Shooting National:  National Sport Shooting Award  
 
Description of above-mentioned Awards  
SAHGCA’s pocket badge with the buffalo logo in gold and appropriate cloth badge with 
description as illustrated below: 
Regional Platinum:   Platinum – region and year 
National Platinum:   Platinum – national and year 
Regional Wild Dogs:  Wild Dogs – region and year 
National Wild Dogs:   Wild Dogs – national and year 
National Shotgun:   Shotgun national and year 
National Sport Shooting:  Sport shooting national and year 
Junior National Sport Shooting Sport shooting national and year 
 
Examples of the awards on pocket and lapel badges  
 
Although these awards will initially only be made in sport 
shooting at national level, the qualification criteria 
determines that sport shooters should excel at two levels at 
least, to deserve a national award.  
 
Below is a description of the awards process for SA 
Hunters’ regional shooting colours and national colours 
respectively.  
 
Points may not be carried over from a previous year or term. 
In exceptional cases, e.g. national disasters, the Shooting 
Committee will consider alternative measures for approval 
by the Board before a deviation from these rules is allowed.  
  
 
 

NASIONAAL  
SPORTSKIET 2021 
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President Shooting Event 
1. Members of SAHGCA must participate in at least one regional competition and achieve 

qualifying scores as determined below.   
2. Members will qualify for regional Platinum Colours at a regional competition when they 

score a minimum of 85% and a sub-minimum of 80% for the lowest of the two shooting 
exercises.  

3. The top 100 members in the open class, the top 10 in the ladies class, the top 10 in the 
junior class and the top 10 in the senior class on the official ranking list for a specific 
year, will be invited to participate in the National President Shooting Competition.  

4. Members that achieve a combined minimum score of 85% with a sub-minimum or 80% 
in the lowest of the two shooting exercises during a national championship, qualify for 
the SA Hunters National Platinum Colours. 

 
Inter Branch Team Shooting 
1. Members must participate as part of a team in at least one regional shooting competition.  
2. Teams that achieve a combined minimum score of 90%, and a sub-minimum score of 

85% in the lowest of the two shooting exercises during the regional event, qualify for the 
Regional Wild Dogs Award.  

3. The top 30 teams on the official ranking list will be invited to participate in the National 
Team Shooting Competition.  

4. Teams that achieve a combined minimum score of 90%, and a sub-minimum score of 
85% in the lowest of the two shooting exercises during the national event, qualify for the 
SA Hunters Wild Dogs Award. 

 
Shotgun Shooting  
1. Members must participate in at least one regional competition where they shoot at 50 

clays and score a minimum of 43/50 or 85%. 
2. Thereafter, members must participate in the SA Hunters’ national shotgun competition 

where they shoot at 100 clays and score a minimum of 85%.  
3. Members that meet both criteria, will receive SA Hunters National Shotgun Colours.  
 
Sport Shooting 
SA Hunters will award its own National Sport Shooting Colours on the basis that members 
compete with any of the under-mentioned groups in the regional sport shooting 
competitions, followed by participation in the National Sport Shooting Championship in the 
same year, where they must score the required minimum points to qualify for the SA Hunters’ 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  
 
Shottists can only be awarded SA Hunters’ own National Sport Shooting Colours by 
participating in at least one team shooting discipline at a regional sport shooting event, as 
well as competing at the National Sport Shooting Championship where they must achieve 
the minimum qualifying scores in both events. 
 
Since there is such a wide variety of sport shooting events that members can participate in, 
the Shooting Committee decided to group these shooting exercises to allow members to 
choose the events in which they wish to compete. Below are various groups of shooting 
disciplines from which members may choose to compete.  
 

1. Handgun: 
SG01-A 20m Centrefire pistol 
SG01-B 20m Centrefire revolver 
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SG01-C 20m Rimfire pistol 
SG01-D 20m Rimfire revolver 
SG01-E 20m Air pistol 
SG01-F 20m Handgun Open Class 

 
1. Members must participate in at least three of the above-mentioned disciplines during 

at least one regional shooting competition and score a minimum of 160 points per 
shooting exercise with a combined score of 480 points in any 3 of these disciplines.   

2. Thereafter, members must participate in the same 3 disciplines at the National Sport 
Shooting Championship, and again score a minimum of 160 points per shooting 
exercise with a combined score of 480 in the 3 chosen disciplines. 

3. Members that meet the requirements of both, will be awarded SA Hunters’ own 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  
  

2. Precision 
SI01 (A-E) Air or rimfire, centrefire standard, centrefire open and centrefire classic 
 
SI03 (A-D) rimfire, centrefire standard, centrefire open and centrefire classic 
 
1. Members must participate in at least one regional shooting competition in both the 

SI01 and SI03 disciplines with the same calibre firearm. 
2. During this competition, members must achieve a minimum score of 240 per 

discipline and minimum combined score of 480.  
3. Thereafter, members must participate in the National Sport Shooting Championship 

and again score a minimum of 240 points per discipline and a minimum combined 
score of 480 points in the same disciplines.  

4. Members that meet the requirements of both, will be awarded SA Hunters’ own 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  

 
3. Gallery Rifle 

The minimum scores of the IGRF shooting exercises are based on “A” and “X” scores. 
 
Small Bore 
SI07-B 1500 GRSB 
SI08-B T&P1 
SI09-B MT1 
SI03-A 50m Precision 
 
Centrefire Standard 
SI07-A 1500 GRCF – STD 
SI08-A T&P1 
SI09-A MT1 
SI03-B 50m Precision 
 
Centrefire Open 
SI07-C 1500 GRCF – Open 
SI08-C T&P1 
SI09-C MT1 
SI03-C 50m Precision 
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Centrefire Classic 
SI07-D 1500 GRCF – Classic 
SI08-D T&P1 
SI09-D MT1 
SI03 -D 50m Precision 
 
1. Members must participate in at least one regional shooting competition.  
2. Members must participate in at least the SI07 (1500) discipline per category and 

qualify with an “A” score (GRSB 1474 & GRCF 1490). 
3. Members must participate in the National Sport Shooting Championship and achieve 

the following minimum combined scores in SI07, SI08, SI09 and SI03: 
i. GRSB   - 2138 
ii. GRCF – STD  - 2171 
iii. GRCF – OPEN - 2171 
iv. GRCF – CLASSIC - 2171 

4. Members that meet the requirements of both, will be awarded SA Hunters’ own 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  

 
4. Semi-automatic 

 
4.1 Rimfire 

SI10-B IGRF 480 Rimfire semi-automatic 
SG05-B 50m Rimfire semi-automatic 
SG11 Pump action/Semi-automatic Shotgun Speed Shooting  

 
4.2 Centrefire 

SI10-A IGRF 480 Centrefire semi-automatic 
SG05-A 50m Centrefire 
SG11 Pump action/ Semi-automatic Shotgun Speed Shooting  

 
1. Members must compete in all 3 disciplines in either rimfire or centrefire during 

at least one regional shooting competition and achieve a minimum combined 
score of 700 points.  

2. Members must compete in all 3 disciplines in either rimfire or centrefire during 
the National Sport Shooting Championship and achieve a minimum 
combined score of 700 points again.  

3. Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ 
own National Sport Shooting Colours.  

 
5. Long Range Rimfire 

SI16 IGRF Long range Rimfire Steel Challenge 
SI11 IGRF Long range Rimfire 
 
1. Members must participate in both disciplines in at least one regional competition 

and achieve a minimum combined score of 320 points, as well as at least 80% in 
each of these disciplines. 

2. Members must participate in the National Sport Shooting Championship and 
achieve a minimum combined score of 320 points, as well as at least 80% in each 
of these disciplines.  

3. Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ own 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  
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6. Limited Bolt Action (LBA) 
SI13-N LBA – STD 
SI14-N LBA – OPEN 
SI15-N LBA – Semi-automatic 
1. Members must participate in one or more of these disciplines in at least one 

regional shooting competition and achieve a minimum score of 306 points in any 
of the relevant disciplines.  

2. Members must participate in one or more of these disciplines in the National Sport 
Shooting Championship and achieve a minimum score of 306 points in any of the 
relevant disciplines  

3. Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ own 
National Sport Shooting Colours.  

 
7. MDS 

Criteria for attaining S A Hunters National colours are in process. 
 

8. Juniors 
Junior shottists may participate in any of the following shooting disciplines:  
 
JA01 U/9 Spring air rifle 
 
JB01-A U/13 Spring air rifle 
JB01-B U/13 Pneumatic air rifle 
JB01-C U/13 Rimfire 
 
JC01-A U/18 Spring air rifle 
JC01-B U/18 Pneumatic air rifle 
JC01-C U/18 Rimfire 
*SI01-A 25m Precision PCP 
*SI01-B 25m Precision Rimfire 
 
8.1 Juniors U/9 
 

8.1.1 Members (U/9) must participate in the JA01 shooting exercise. 
8.1.2 Members (U/9) can participate in the JB01 (U/13) shooting exercise if the 

member has sufficient skills to adhere to the rules.  
8.1.3 Members must compete in at least one regional shooting competition and 

achieve a minimum score of 80%.  
8.1.4 Members must participate in the National Junior Sport Shooting 

Championship and score at least 80%.  
8.1.5 Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ 

own National Junior Sport Shooting Colours. 
 

8.2 Juniors U/13 
 

8.2.1 Members (U/13) must participate in at least 2 of the JB01 (A, B or C) 
shooting exercises. 

8.2.2 Members (U/13) can participate in the JC01 (U/18) shooting exercise if they 
have sufficient skills to adhere to the rules.  

8.2.3 Members must participate in one regional shooting competition and achieve 
a combined and separate minimum score of 80%. 
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8.2.4 Members must participate in the National Junior Sport Shooting 
Championship and achieve a combined and separate minimum score of 
80%. 

8.2.5 Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ 
own National Junior Sport Shooting Colours. 

 
8.3 Juniors U/18 

 
8.3.1 Members (U/18) must participate in least 2 of the JC01 (A, B or C) shooting 

exercises.  
8.3.2 Members must participate in at least one regional shooting competition and 

achieve a combined and separate minimum score of 80%.  
8.3.3 Members must participate in the National Junior Sport Shooting 

Championship and achieve a combined and separate minimum score of 
80%. 

8.3.4 Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ 
own National Junior Sport Shooting Colours. 

 
8.4 *SI01-A 25m Precision PCP OR *SI01-B 25m Precision Rimfire 

 
8.4.1 Members of 12 years and older may participate in this shooting exercise.  
8.4.2 Members must choose between participating in the SI01-A 25m Precision 

PCP OR SI01-B 25m Precision Rimfire. This is one category. Rimfire and 
PCP compete in the same class.  

8.4.3 Members must participate in at least one regional shooting competition and 
achieve a score of 80%.  

8.4.4 Members must participate in the National Junior Sport Shooting 
Championship and achieve a minimum score of 80%. 

8.4.5 Members that meet both these requirements, will be awarded SA Hunters’ 
own National Junior Sport Shooting Colours. 

 
Summary 
The highest recognition of the following shooting exercises concludes at the various 
SAHGCA national championships:  
 
1. President Shooting Competition SAHGCA National President Shooting 

Competition 
2. Inter Branch Team Shooting Competition  SAHGCA National Inter Branch Team 

Shooting Competition  
3. Shotgun   SAHGCA National Shotgun Competition 
4. Handgun   SAHGCA National Sport Shooting Competition  
5. Precision   SAHGCA National Sport Shooting Competition 
6. Semi-automatic  SAHGCA National Sport Shooting Competition 
7. Long range  SAHGCA National Sport Shooting Competition 
8. MDS   SAHGCA National Sport Shooting Competition 
9. Junior competitions SAHGCA National Junior Sport Shooting Competition 
 
The highest recognition of the following shooting exercises end at the various SAHGCA 
national championships, but members that achieve the mentioned qualifying scores during 
the national championships, will be awarded the IGRF colours: 
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1. IGRF – Precision (540) 
2. IGRF – Long range rimfire (340) 
3. IGRF – Junior precision (270) 
4. IGRF – GRSB (2181) 
5. IGRF – GRCF STD (2198) 
6. IGRF – GRCF OPEN (2198) 
7. IGRF – GRCF CLASSIC (2198) 
8. IGRF – LBA STD (323) 
9. IGRF – LBA OPEN (323) 
10. IGRF – LBA SEMI-AUTO (306) 

 
The following shooting exercises are International items. Protea colours can be requested 
for qualifying shottists.  
 

1. IGRF – GRSB  
2. IGRF – GRCF STD  
3. IGRF – GRCF OPEN  
4. IGRF – GRCF CLASSIC  
5. IGRF – LBA STD  
6. IGRF – LBA OPEN  
7. IGRF – LBA SEMI-AUTO  

  
PROTEA COLOURS 
 
Qualifying criteria for awarding Protea Colours 
The following bodies are involved with the awarding of Protea colours: 
The IGRF, SASCOC, SASSCo and SAHGCA 
 
IGRF  
[International Gallery Rifle Association] 
The IGRF is the international governing body for Gallery Rifle sport shooting of which South 
Africa is a founder member that has 3 members representing the country on the IGRF board. 
The IGRF is responsible for the development of the rules, the international shooting 
calendar, and the approval of international invitation competitions. The IGRF determines the 
grading scores which are adjusted annually for the international sport shooting classification 
system that are used to grade shottists according to their shooting skills. The IGRF board 
members may recommend that deserving shottists receive IGRF colours on merit for scores 
achieved above the qualifying criteria for national colours. IGRF grading scores are based 
on the IGRF international classification system.  
 
SASCOC   
[South African Sports Confederation and Olympic Committee]  
SASCOC handles all requests submitted by national sport federations for Protea colours, 
and either approve or reject these requests. 
 
SASSCo  
[South African Sport Shooting Confederation] 
SASSCo is the national body that represents all national, international, and Olympic 
accredited sport shooting organisations at national level.  
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SAHGCA 
SAHGCA represents South Africa in the Gallery Rifle shooting sport. It is responsible for: 

• the registration of sport shooters that participate in national and international 
competitions with SASSCo; 

• planning the competition calendar; 

• applying the IGRF protocols and rules;  

• the administration of the sport shooting; 

• hosting national competitions; and  

• identifying and preparing the teams for international participation.  
 
Trials for Protea Colours  
The IGRF board decides which international invitation competitions South Africa should 
participate in. In consultation with other countries, it determines the grading scores used as 
qualifying criteria to invite shottists to the trials. Shottists must be South African citizens with 
valid South African passports and paid up members of the SAHGCA and SASSCo.  
 
The selection of shottists are done according to the organisation’s internal competition 
structure. For international participation, it may use a trial structure that has been made 
available to registered sport shooters at the beginning of the shooting event calendar. The 
same disciplines used for international events are also used for the trials.  
 
The organisation submits all qualifying shottists’ applications to SASSCo for consideration 
by SASCOC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________     
Nic Roets        
SAHGCA Manager: Training     
 
 


